
Exponentials and Logarithms

1 Exponentials and Logarithms

We will not really provide a preise de�nition of funtions like 2x. Essentially, if x

is rational, we already have a de�nition. If x is irrational, we an approximate it, as

well as we wish, with a rational number (that's what we do when we write a deimal

expansion, and stop at some point: the trunated expansion is a rational number, and

the farther we go before stopping, the better the approximation). 2x is the number

that is approximated better ad better as we approximate the irrational number x.

One important point to mark is that we de�ne funtions like ax
only for positive

a! It is not hard to �gure out why (any time we hange x by a little, �hitting� an even

root, the expression loses meaning), but it is a ruial limitation. Another important

point, whih we an hek, for now, both intuitively, and by looking at a graph reated

by a alulator or omputer, is that

• f(x) = ax
is always inreasing if a > 1

• f(x) = ax
is always dereasing if a < 1

This implies that ax
, for any a > 0, a 6= 1, has an inverse. This inverse funtion is

alled the logarithm in base a.

Hene

y = a
x
⇔ x = log

a
y

It turns out that the usual rules for powers apply, no matter what x may be. hene,

we have

• axay = ax+y

•
a
x

ay = ax−y

• (ax)y = axy

• et.

It is not hard to see that these rules imply a number of rules for logarithms. For

example,

• log
a
(xy) = log

a
x+ log

a
y

• log
a

(

x

y

)

= log
a
x− log

a
y

• log
a
(xy) = y log

a
x

• et.
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2 The most important bases 2

Exponential and logarithmi funtions are immensely useful, and an be found in

pratially every area of siene, �nane, and engineering. They are also essential

tools in the development of alulus.

2 The most important bases

You might have wondered why your alulator does not have keys for � log
a
x�,

for generi a, but only for a = 10, and a = e (Euler's number - more about

this later). Fat is these are the only bases used in pratie (atually, base 2 is

also popular, espeially in omputer siene), and, more importantly, if we have

a way of omputing logarithms (�logs� in olloquial mathspeak) in a base (any

base), we an ompute them in any other. Thus we ould live with a single log

key, and dedue all others logs, as needed (this is preisely what happens within

MATLAB, Otave, and similar software pakages for high preision numerial

omputations - if you key in �log(x)�, it means log
e
x, or lnx, using the notation

of the book).

You an do worse than learning the �hange of base formula� from the book:

logb x =
log

a
x

loga b

(by the way, sine loga a = 1, for any a, this formula also implies that loga b =
1

logb a
). Thus, if you know how to ompute, say ln 4.765 (using your alulator,

of ourse), you an easily ompute, for example

log23 4.765 =
ln 4.765

ln 23

This does not quite explain the entral role of 10, and e in the word of logs.

The reasons are very di�erent. Base 10 is extremely onvenient if you need to

ompute logarithms by looking them up in a table, like people had to do before

the ubiquitous advent of alulator and omputers (i.e., well into the 1970s).

This also led to physial and hemial measures, that are onveniently repre-

sented by logarithms of basi quantities, to be expressed as base-10 logarithms.

That's why to alulate pH in hemistry, and deibels in aousti, we use base

10 logarithms of more fundamental quantities. Inidentally, the Rihter sale for

earthquakes is also logarithmi - in base 10 of a quantity related to the energy

of the quake (it turns out to be �in base 32� in terms of the energy released by

the quake). Sine we don't use tables any more, base 10 is not as useful as it

used to be, and survives mainly in these appliations, referring to onstants.

One we onsider funtions, exponential or logarithmi, it turns out that e

is the only base you would want to use. In fat, any math book beyond basi

alulus will ignore logarithms in any base but e. This pre-eminene beomes

apparent in alulus, where the funtions e
x
, and lnx play a huge role, and

where it is shown why they get the moniker natural. A super�ial sketh of how

one would ome up with e in the �rst plae, in a �natural� way, is presented in

another note.


